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The Minister of Labor and Social Development,
Based on authorities duly granted to him,
And based on the Memorandum of Understanding concluded between
the Emirate of Aseer Province and the Ministry of Labor and Social
Development, based on the decisions of the Supreme Supervisory
Committee of the Localization and Social Development Program in
Aseer Province on 3/6/1493H, which was announced then; on the
localization of some professions and activities in the Province, having
considered the provisions of Article (3), Article (11) bis, Article (27), and
Article (36) of the Labor Law, he decides as follows:
1. Work is restricted to Saudis only of both genders in the Aseer
Province in the following professions and activities: (flatbed trucks
“transport and towing trucks” and dinat for individuals “medium
transport trucks”, freight forwarding offices, post offices, insurance
entity offices, girls' private education in all its levels, closed
commercial centers and malls, travel and tourism offices, and nongovernmental organization)
2. Adherence to the feminization decisions regarding activities, shops,
and professions for which feminization decisions have been issued,
along with adherence to the conditions of work for women when
they are employed, as well as the activities and professions for which
ministerial decisions have already been issued to Localize them.
3. This decision shall take effect to these professions and activities as
follows:
-

Professions of work on flatbed trucks and dinat for individuals, on1/8/1440 H
Freight forwarding offices, on 1/8/1440H;
Postal agencies and insurance entity offices on 1/8/1440H;
Girls' private education in all its levels, on 2/1/1440H;
Closed commercial centers and malls on 1/7/1440H;

-

Travel and tourism offices on1/7/1440H;
Non-governmental organization on1/10/1440H.
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4. Follow up on the implementation of Ministerial Decision No.
(95296), dated 11/5/1439H, which includes the Localization of (12)
activities in the retail sector.
5. The penalty for violating the Localization of professions restricted
to Saudi males and females mentioned in the table of violations and
penalties issued by Ministerial Resolution No. (88478) dated
1/5/1439H shall be applied against the violator.
6. The Vice Minister of Labor sector shall take the necessary actions
for reporting and implementing.
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